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Allosteric HIV-1 integrase inhibitors
promote aberrant protein multimerization
by directly mediating inter-subunit
interactions: Structural and
thermodynamic modeling studies
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Abstract: Allosteric HIV-1 integrase (IN) inhibitors (ALLINIs) bind at the dimer interface of the IN
catalytic core domain (CCD), and potently inhibit HIV-1 by promoting aberrant, higher-order IN multimerization. Little is known about the structural organization of the inhibitor-induced IN multimers
and important questions regarding how ALLINIs promote aberrant IN multimerization remain to be
answered. On the basis of physical chemistry principles and from our analysis of experimental
information, we propose that inhibitor-induced multimerization is mediated by ALLINIs directly promoting inter-subunit interactions between the CCD dimer and a C-terminal domain (CTD) of another IN dimer. Guided by this hypothesis, we have built atomic models of inter-subunit interfaces in
IN multimers by incorporating information from hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) measurements to drive protein-protein docking. We have also developed a novel free energy simulation
method to estimate the effects of ALLINI binding on the association of the CCD and CTD. Using
this structural and thermodynamic modeling approach, we show that multimer inter-subunit interface models can account for several experimental observations about ALLINI-induced multimerization, including large differences in the potencies of various ALLINIs, the mechanisms of resistance
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mutations, and the crucial role of solvent exposed R-groups in the high potency of certain ALLINIs.
Our study predicts that CTD residues Tyr226, Trp235 and Lys266 are involved in the aberrant multimer interfaces. The key finding of the study is that it suggests the possibility of ALLINIs facilitating
inter-subunit interactions between an external CTD and the CCD-CCD dimer interface.
Keywords: HIV-1 integrase; allosteric HIV-1 integrase inhibitor; protein-protein docking; proteinligand binding

Introduction
HIV-1 Integrase (IN) is an important drug target for
developing anti-AIDS therapy. IN not only catalyzes
the insertion of viral DNA into host chromosomes,
but also plays an important role in virus particle
maturation.1 While three catalytic site inhibitors
targeting the strand transfer step of viral DNA integration have become available in recent years,2 new
inhibitors targeting alternative IN sites or functions
are being actively sought in order to counter the
drug resistance that threatens to reduce the efficacy
of the existing drugs.3
Allosteric HIV-1 IN inhibitors (ALLINIs) have
attracted significant interest in recent years.4–7 ALLINIs target the LEDGF/p75 (lens epithelium-derived
growth factor/transcriptional co-activator p75) binding pocket, located at the dimer interface of the IN
catalytic core domain [CCD, see Fig. 1(A)]. LEDGF/
p75 tethers the IN-DNA complex to active genes during viral DNA integration.8 ALLINIs have a multimode, complex mechanism of action9: Although the
binding of ALLINIs can disrupt LEDGF/p75-IN binding, recent studies have established that ALLINIs
inhibit HIV-1 replication primarily by promoting the
formation of aberrant, higher-order IN multimers,
which impairs both the catalytic activity of IN and
virus core maturation.1,10–13
Little is known about the structure of the aberrant higher-order multimers induced via ALLINI
binding. IN consists of three independently folded
domains, the N-terminal domain (NTD), CCD, and
C-terminal domain (CTD), connected by flexible linkers. While structures of one or two domain constructs exist, experimental structures of full-length
HIV-1 IN are not available. Currently, several
important questions regarding the mechanisms of
ALLINI-induced multimerization remain unanswered. The main goal is to understand at an atomic
level how small molecule inhibitor binding to the
CCD-CCD dimer promotes higher-order multimerization of full-length IN. In particular, we are
interested in elucidating additional ALLINI-IN and
IN-IN interactions required for aberrant protein
multimerization. Such structural information will
provide much needed details for the mode of action
of ALLINIs and will facilitate the development of
improved inhibitors.
Understanding the mechanisms of specific drug
resistance mutations is also an important issue to
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address. While some IN mutations such as H171T
are known to operate by weakening ALLINI binding
to the CCD dimer,14 others cannot be explained on
the basis of binding affinity: the A128T mutation
blocks aberrant IN multimerization for several
ALLINIs15,16 without significantly affecting cognate
affinity for the CCD dimer.15 Knowledge of the
protein-protein interactions in the multimer can
shed light on the mechanisms of these resistance
mutations.
Based on recent experimental observations that
specific regions of IN are involved in drug-induced
multimerization,12,17 we propose the following possible mechanism to explain higher-order IN multimerization: the ALLINI at the CCD dimer interface
stabilizes inter-subunit interactions between the
CCD dimer and a CTD of another IN dimer, leading
to the formation of higher order IN multimers.
Based on this hypothesis, we build structural models
of multimer inter-subunit interfaces by incorporating information from hydrogen-deuterium exchange
(HDX)-mass spectrometry (MS) experiments17 into a
protein-protein docking algorithm.18,19 We also
develop a novel thermodynamic free energy cycle to
estimate the effect of inhibitor binding on modulating protein-protein association. Our multimer models can account for several key experimental
observations regarding inhibitor-induced multimerization, including large differences in the potency of
ALLINI compounds, the mechanism of resistance
mutation A128T, and the crucial role of specific
chemical R-groups in the unusually high potency of
certain ALLINIs. Our modeling study also generated
experimentally testable predictions on hot spot residues critically involved in the aberrant multimer
interfaces and insights on how to further improve
the potency of ALLINI compounds.

Results and Discussion
Recent studies have provided clues for the molecular
basis of IN multimerization. Importantly, HDX-MS
studies revealed that regions showing increased protection upon multimerization are located near the
ALLINI binding pocket at the CCD dimer interface,
together with downstream regions in the CTD.17
The involvement of both the CCD and CTD in
higher-order multimerization was also indicated by
a study that analyzed various biophysical properties
of IN truncation constructs.12 Another important
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Figure 1. (A) ALLINI KF116 (green stick) bound at the HIV-1 IN CCD dimer interface. Subunit 1 and subunit 2 are shown in red
and blue ribbons, respectively. (B) Pyridine-based ALLINIs KF134 and KF116.

observation is that many ALLINIs that contain a
substituent group extended from the core of the molecule, such as compound 32 (Boehringer Ingelheim),
73 (Gilead), 80 (Bristol-Myers Squibb) (Supporting
Information Fig. S1), and KF116 20 (Fig. 1, red
dashed oval), exhibit the highest potencies among
ALLINIs.6,20 To understand how such extended functional groups interact with the CCD, we have
docked ligand 80 into the LEDGF/p75 pocket at the
CCD dimer interface; we found that the extended Rgroup is located outside the binding pocket and is
largely solvent exposed (Supporting Information Fig.
S2). Using free energy simulations we have estimated that the solvent exposed R-group contributes
little to the binding affinity with the CCD (Supporting Information Fig. S3). Therefore the role of the
extended R-groups in the exceptional potencies
apparently cannot be attributed to enhancement of
CCD binding affinity.
To further explore the functional significance of
R-groups, we have synthesized KF134 and compared
its activity with its KF116 counterpart [Fig. 1(B)].
Both KF134 and KF116 contain pyridine cores but
unlike KF116, KF134 lacks the 5-chlorobenzimidazole
group. Figure 1 shows that KF116 and KF134 bind
the CCD dimer with similar affinities as seen from
the small difference in their Kd for CCD binding. However, KF11620 is markedly ( 1800-fold) more potent
than KF134 (Supporting Information Fig. S4). These
results indicate the functional significance of the Rgroup, which in the context of full length IN could
establish additional interactions extending beyond
the CCD-CCD dimer.
Based on these observations, we have formed
the following hypotheses: aberrant IN multimerization is mediated directly by the ALLINI bound at
the CCD dimer interface, which stabilizes intersubunit interactions between the CCD dimer and
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the CTD of another IN dimer through direct interactions, and by displacing water molecules from the
inter-subunit interface in the multimer (dewetting).
Water molecules confined in protein-protein interfaces can be thermodynamically unstable, due to the
loss of entropy and the inability to form extensive
hydrogen bonds.21,22 The displacement of such
waters to the bulk solvent lowers the free energy of
the system and stabilizes the protein-protein interface. Figure 2(A) shows a schematic diagram that
illustrates these effects of ALLINI-binding on
multimerization.
Since IN dimerizes with picomolar dissociation
constant,23 in our model, a higher order multimer is
assembled from the dimer as the basic building
block. Figure 2(B) illustrates how multimerization
can be initiated from dimers: an inter-subunit interface is formed between a CTD of one dimer and a
CCD-CCD interface of another dimer, stabilized by
an ALLINI at the LEDGF/p75 pocket.
A key element in our hypothesis is that the
neighborhood of the LEDGF/p75 binding pocket
directly participates in the inter-subunit contacts in
the multimer. This view is consistent with a recent
report showing that LEDGF/p75 binding is able to
inhibit ALLINI-induced multimerization.24 Presumably the binding of the comparatively large LEDGF/
p75 protein makes this region of the CCD dimer
unavailable for inter-subunit interactions required
for multimerization.
Our proposed mechanism for multimerization
provides a physical basis for the exceptionally high
potency of ALLINIs carrying an extended, solvent
exposed substituent group (Fig. 1, Supporting Information Fig. S1, red ovals): compared with ALLINI
KF134, the 5-chlorobenzimidazole group extended
from position 6 of the pyridine core in KF116
increases the non-polar solvent accessible surface
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Figure 2. (A) Schematic diagram illustrating how ALLINI binding stabilizes the inter-subunit interaction by expelling waters from
the LEDGF/p75 binding pocket and increasing the effective protein-protein interface. (B) Cartoon diagram showing a CTD of
one IN dimer binding to the CCD-CCD interface of another dimer in a chain reaction leading to higher order oligomerization,
stabilized by the bound ALLINI at the CCD-dimer interface.

area by  100 Å2 which enhances the effective intersubunit interaction area with the external CTD
upon multimerization (Supporting Information Fig.
S5). Protein-protein binding affinity is often dominated by a small number of key interface residues
(hot spots).25–27 We suggest that here the extended
substituent group attached to the core of KF116 is
likely to mimic the role of amino acid hot spot residue(s) that serve to enhance protein-protein interactions in the IN multimers.
We next used the HADDOCK protein-protein program18,19 to build structural models of the intersubunit interfaces between the CTD and CCD dimer.
Figure 3(A) shows the top ranked structure of the
CTD docked to the CCD dimer in the presence of
inhibitor ALLINI-2. As a control, we constructed the
inter-subunit interface formed in the absence of the
ALLINI by docking the CTD to the apo-CCD dimer
[Fig. 3(B)]. The inter-subunit interface structure
docked with ALLINI-2 has a significantly more favorable docking energy score compared to that from the
inter-subunit structures built without the ALLINI
(2108.0 kcal/mol vs. 298.0 kcal/mol). This result is
consistent with the central role of ALLINI binding in
promoting IN multimerization. In the docked structure without ALLINI, there is a large volume in the
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center of the CCD dimer-CTD interface filled with solvent; the same space is occupied by the inhibitor in
the structure built with ALLINI-2.
It is noted that in the inter-subunit interface
model containing ALLINI-2 [Fig. 3(A)], Ala128 is
buried in a nonpolar cavity formed by the side

Figure 3. Models of the inter-subunit interface of IN multimers constructed using: (A) CTD and CCD-ALLINI-2; and (B)
CTD and apo CCD. ALLINI-2 is shown in green sticks in (A).
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Figure 4. Comparisons of experimental antiviral activities of EC50 and calculated multimerization docking energies and the
CCD binding affinities for several ALLINIs. The values of Kd are converted from calculated values of binding free energy
obtained from double decoupling calculations (Materials and Methods).

chains of Trp235 of the CTD and the chlorobenzene
moiety of ALLINI-2 in the CCD-ALLINI-CTD interface. This could explain why mutations such as
A128T15 and A128N16 confer resistance to ALLINI-2
and similar inhibitors: both substitutions introduce
a polar side chain buried in the nonpolar pocket of
the protein-protein interface, which is generally
thermodynamically unstable as it is associated with
a high desolvation penalty. Our model therefore suggests that the resistance mutation A128T acts by
decreasing the hydrophobicity around the CCDdimer interface region that forms part of the aberrant multimer inter-subunit interface.
Another feature found in the inter-subunit
interface model containing ALLINI-2 is that the
amino group of the side chain of Lys266 of the CTD
forms a bifurcated intermolecular salt bridge with
Glu170 of the CCD and the carboxylate ion of
ALLINI-2 [Fig. 3(A)]. Experimentally, it was found
that mutations K266A/K264A deter ALLINI-2
induced multimerization.17 The intermolecular salt
bridge involving Lys266 seen in our model is consistent with this observation.
In our model, both Tyr226 and Trp235 on the
CTD make extensive intermolecular interactions
with the CCD-ALLINI-2. We therefore predict that
amino acid mutations W235A/Y226A could weaken
the multimerization caused by ALLINI-2.
We have performed protein-protein docking to
generate models of multimer inter-subunit interfaces
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involving other ALLINIs (Fig. 4). It can be seen that
the CCD-ALLINI-CTD protein-protein docking energies correlate with experimental EC50 values, which
is in general agreement with the central experimental
observation that ALLINI potency is determined by
the ability of the drug to promote aberrant multimerization. In contrast, ALLINI binding affinities to the
CCD-CCD dimer do not always correlate with their
potencies. This is particularly clear when comparing
two pyridine-based compounds KF134 and KF116.
While these two compounds bind the CCD-CCD dimer
with comparable affinities, there is a very large difference in their EC50 values (Supporting Information
Fig. S420). Such markedly different potencies between
KF134 and KF116 can be explained based on the
CCD-ALLINI-CTD docking energies. Note that
KF116 and KF134 differ only in the substituent at the
6-position of the pyridine core. According to the
docked CCD-KF116-CTD structure, the chlorobenzimidazole substituent is embedded in a cavity in the
CCD-CTD inter-subunit interface (Supporting Information Fig. S6), which explains the critical role of this
expanded R-group in stabilizing inter-subunit interactions in multimerization.
The results in Figure 4 also provide physical
explanations for the high potency of BI-224436, once
a clinical candidate16,28; the inter-subunit interface
model containing this ALLINI shows that the bulky
tricyclic arene substituent at the C4 position of the
quinoline core is almost completely buried in the
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CCD-ALLINI-CTD inter-subunit interface (Supporting Information Fig. S7), which contributes significantly to inter-subunit interaction through expelling
unfavorable waters from the binding interface.
The docking scoring function used in proteinprotein docking generally does not include effects
such as the protein strain free energy. Here, we also
use a thermodynamic free energy cycle (“Materials
and Methods” section), which in principle can better
capture some physical aspects of protein-protein binding, to examine in more detail whether docked models
of the inter-subunit interface can explain the trend in
ALLINI potency. Using this free energy cycle, we have
estimated that DDGmulti ðALLINIÞ, the free energy
contributions of compound binding to the stability of
the CCD-ALLINI-CTD inter-subunit interface, are
22.7 6 1.1 kcal/mol and 25.7 6 0.9 kcal/mol for
ALLINI-2 and KF116, respectively. These numbers
support the idea that inhibitor binding stabilizes
the CCD-CTD inter-subunit interaction. The DDGmulti
ðALLINIÞ values predict that KF116 is  330 times
more effective than ALLINI-2 in promoting multimerization. Experimentally KF116 is found to be  26
times more potent than ALLINI-2.15,20 The free energy calculations are therefore in qualitative agreement
with experiments. We also examined the explicit solvent molecular dynamics trajectories generated from
these free energy simulations to estimate the number
of waters expelled from the CCD-ALLINI-CTD protein-protein interface: on average, between 5 and
8 trapped water molecules were released to the bulk
solvent by ALLINI-2.
In this study, we propose that ALLINI binding
at the CCD dimer cleft provides a crucial anchor
point for inter-subunit interactions during multimerization and that the multimer inter-subunit interface is formed between CCD-ALLINI and CTD. In
multimerization caused by different ALLINIs, other
IN segments such as the NTD and/or linker regions
between different domains may also form intersubunit interactions with the CCD-ALLINI surface.
It has been suggested that the CTD-CTD crystal
contacts observed in the crystal structure of the
CCD-CTD 2-domain construct29 might form the
inter-subunit interface in ALLINI-induced aberrant
IN multimers.12 We note that in this crystal structure, the average distances between the CTD and
ALLINI binding pocket on the CCD dimer are greater than 65 Å.29 Thus, long range allosteric conformational changes would be required to account for the
essential role of ALLINI binding in promoting multimerization based on this crystal contact. In this
study, we chose to investigate a simpler mechanism
that involves direct interactions between the
ALLINI-CCD and the CTD.
Based on our models of KF116 and BI-224436
induced inter-subunit interfaces (Supporting Information Figs. S6 and S7), we suggest that a bulky
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aryl substituent at the C4 position of the pyridine
core, combined with an expanded and not too polar
substitution in the direction of the C6 position of the
pyridine, is likely to yield a highly potent inhibitor
of HIV-1 IN.

Conclusion
We have proposed and examined the concept that
ALLINI binding at the CCD dimer interface stabilizes
inter-subunit CCD-CTD interactions which lead to
aberrant multimerization. We have shown that the
atomic models constructed based on this idea are able
to provide physical explanations for a number of key
experimental results concerning the multimerization,
including the exceptional potency in both quinoline
and pyridine based ALLINIs. The work suggests that
the neighborhood of the ALLINI binding site on the
CCD plays a central role in nucleating and stabilizing
protein-protein interactions that drive aberrant IN
multimerization and hence the potent antiviral activities of this novel drug class. The study shed lights on
the mechanism of action of the allosteric inhibitors of
HIV-1 IN and provides insights into the design of
more potent compounds.

Materials and Methods
The details of the synthesis of KF134, experimental
determination of antiviral activities, protein-protein
docking, and the new thermodynamic free energy
cycle are described in the Supporting Information.
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